Examiantion for recruitement to ASWO/ABCWO/ATWO Notf. No. 34/2016 - Decision of Commission on objections by candidates on Screening Test Paper
Answer
Answer As Per
as per
Candidate
Intial key

Question in
Set A

Gist of the Question

1

2

3

4

12

Match the following Five year plans with the
actual growth rates achieved?

1

0

Certain growth rates
are not correct

The growth rate of plans are not given correctly. There is no correct answer and hence is deleted

2

0

As per BODMAS
principle, the sum has
to be worked out.
There is no answer

The objection is correct and the question is deleted as there is no correct answer

1

2

As per Budget Speech
Under Jagjivyan Jyothi Scheme, the units are 75 from 1st June, 2017. Hence, correct option is 2
75 units are reimbursed

3

0

There is no answer

The correct answer is Online Beneficiary Management and Monitoring System. As it is an abbrevation
and the correct sequence is not there, question is deleted

2

0, 1

Question is out of
syllabus: Option1 is
correct

The argument that it is not part of syllabus is incorrect. Item 2 of the syllabus contains fundamental
rights. The correct is option 1

1

0

It has to be former CJI

There is no correct answer and the question is deleted

3

2 &3

Both 2 & 3 are Correct

It is the Principal Secretary, Minorities Welfare Department of the State Government, who has to grant
the NOC. As there is no correct answer, the question is deleted.

56

78

If
is addition,
is subtraction, * is
division and + is multiplication, then
107(17)14+12*2 equals
Upto how many units of electricity, Social
Welfare Department of Government of AP
would pay electricity bills in case of Scheduled
Caste/Scheduled Tribe households?

79

What is "OBMMS"

85

The right to conserve distinct language, script
or culture is mentioned in this article of the
Constitution?

92

93

The Chairman of the National Human Rights
Commission has to be
If a person wants to set up a minority
educational institute, out of the below, whose
permissions is mandatory?

Gist of Objection

Recommendation of the experts

5

6

105

Which of the following bills was returned by
President K R Narayanan

120

If a party has 100 legislators (MLAs) in an
assembly, as per anti-defection law, how many
members are required to create a break away
faction without attracting disqualification?

122

How many Anglo Indians can be nominated by
the Governor to State Assembly?

124

If a person is convicted under
SC,ST(Prevention of Atrocities) Act?

134

Which of the following is/are examples of
National Integration

137

143

148

149

the

Which of the following is not a function dealt
by Union Public Service Commission with
regard to various services of the Union?
What is the amount (in rupees) paid per a
Scheduled Tribe candidate under the NTR
Vidyonnathi Scheme to a private coaching
institute for Civil Services Coaching?
Under the Ambedkar Overseas Vidyanidhi
programme, PG and PhD studies in which of
the following countries is possible?

What is the annual income limit for a SC
student to avail post matric scholarship

3

Defense Bill. There is no
There is no correct answer and the question is deleted
right option

3

0

The world split has
been deleted from 10th
The question is incorrect and deleted
Schedule and hence not
applicable

1

4

The number is only one The objection is correct. Correct option is 4

2

3

As per amendment in
2015, he can contest
after the expiry of
specific period

The objection is correct. Section 8(3) of RPA prescribes the limits. Correct option is 3

1

3

The correct option is 3

The objection is correct. Correct option is 3

4

0

UPSC is conducting
limited departmental
competitive
examinations

As UPSC is conducting limited departmental competitive examiantions, the question has no answer
and deleted

4

3

The amount is only Rs 1 The GO cited by the Candidate does not mention any amount. However, there is no clear cut mention
lakh as per GOMS No: 2 anywhere about the amount paid to the Institutes. Hence, the question is deleted

4

0

AP Economic Survey
2016-17, page 204

3

Rs 2.5 lakhs. Source:
http://www.pib.nic.in/n
The objection is correct. Correct option is 3
ewsite/mbErel.aspx?reli
d=113987

2

2

The question has no correct answer and is deleted
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